
 

Common Core Math Newsletter 
6th Grade Advanced Math 
Unit 3: Ratios and Proportions 
 

In this unit, students will use ratio reasoning and learn how they can use ratio 

reasoning to solve several types of real world problems. 

7.RP.A.2 

 Recognize and represent proportional relationships between quantities. 

 
7.RP.A.3 

 Use proportional relationships to solve multistep ratio and percent 

problems.   

Standard 

Vocabulary double  

number line 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

proportion 

number line with a scale on top and a different scale on the 

bottom so that you can organize and compare 

items that change regularly according to a rule or pattern. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a name we give to a statement that two ratios are equal. It 

can be written in two ways: two equal fractions, or, using a 

colon, a:b = c:d.  
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ratio a pair of nonnegative numbers that are used to indicate a 

relationship between two quantities (i.e. a relationship 

showing the number of times on value contains or is con-

tained within the other) 

3 to 2     3 : 2       3/2 

associated 

ratio 

Various ratios relating to a particular situation  

(e.g. a purple paint shade is made from 2 cups red paint 

and 3 cups blue paint. There are many associated ratios.  

The ratio of red to blue is 2 to 3.  Another associated ratio is 

blue to red, 3 to 2.  Another associated ratio is the cups of 

blue paint to total of purple which is 3 : 5. or red paint to 

purple, 2:5. ) 

rate a measure, quantity or frequency, typically one measured 

against some other quantity or measure  

(e.g. 40 miles per 2 gallon; $20 for 5 pounds;   $100 per 20 

hours worked)  

unit rate a rate listed per 1 unit  

(e.g. 20 miles per 1 hour;  $4 per 1 pound; $5 per 1 hour) 

value of a  

ratio 

ratio A to B has a value of A divided by B or A/B 

equivalent 

ratios 

ratios that have the same value   

(e.g. 2:3; 4:6; 20:30; 40:60; 160:240 etc.) 

ratio table table listing pairs of numbers that form equivalent ratios 

 

Vocabulary 
(cont’d.) 
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Additional 
Resources 

IXL.com Topics: 

 Ratios, Proportions, Percents 

 Consumer Math 

LearnZillion.com Videos:  
 https://learnzillion.com/lessons/589-solve-ratio-problems-using-a-tape-

diagram  

 Quick Code LZ589 

 https://learnzillion.com/lessons/613-solve-rate-porblems-using-double-

number-lines   

 Quick Code LZ613 

 https://learnzillion.com/lessons/594-visualize-parents-using-10x10-

grids 

 Quick Code LZ594 

 https://learnzillion.com/lessons/323-convert-between-meters-and-feet-

using-ratios  

 Quick Code LZ323 

Be sure to look to the left of the video to see other lessons on the standard. 
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percent rate listed per 100 (per-cent where cent means 100) 

a specified amount for every 100 

(e.g. 4 out of 20 is 4 : 20 or 20 : 100 or 20/100 or 20% ) 

percent of percent is a ratio in terms of 100 and of means to multiply 

or find that portion of a particular amount (e.g. 30% of 400 

is 30/100  multiplied by 400 or 120; 120 is a  30% portion of 

400) 

tape diagram drawing that looks like a segment of tape, used to illustrate 

number relationships; also known as strip diagram, bar 

model, fraction strip or length model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20% discount is $5 what is the original price and sale price? 

Vocabulary 
(cont’d.) 
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